Abstract-Artificial city generation on computer graphics platforms introduce several problems from the point of view of the application programmer. Especially in the cases where the product is aimed for virtual reality applications, this becomes more important since the target is achieving city layouts akin to the real cities. The same is valid for the civil engineers where the layouts of the blocks/cities are determined in advance of the construction. An important parameter for artificial cities is the determination of the population distribution over the cities which in turn affect the overall appearance of the city or the blocks forming it. In this study, the Beta distribution has been used to disperse artificial city populations over the city blocks to generate cities that do not look to regular. The system uses HTF based maps and the produced 3D cities are quite realistic when compared to the similar products.
INTRODUCTION
Producing large city databases on the artificial platforms requires a series of complex operations. This is because, the city formations contain several different visual objects and also, placement of these objects over the ground (i.e. blocks) hierarchically poses a series of complex functions and procedures. In addition to make an artificial city more realistic, not only we need to consider a natural looking overview but also other considerations are required; such as the placement of schools, hospitals, parking areas, parks etc. which are the factors closely related to the city population. Also, other problems such as incorporating these objects into the varying geographical conditions arise. The overview of the current works shows that the simulation techniques are often employed for modeling the natural phenomenon. Some systems are focusing on the modeling of the erosion [1] , wood particles [2] , cloud modeling etc. [3] . In addition, rule based production mechanisms are also employed (esp. L-systems) to model the plant geometry [4] . L-systems are among the systems containing powerful and sophisticated tools to model the ecosystems [5, 6 ,7] . While some of the modeling platforms focus on the modeling of artificial cities. Especially determining the building objects within the city by means of the satellite images [8] , and using them for the road layout formations for the artificial city and finally modeling the rest of the city by employing the L-systems [9] . One other problem -apart from the artificial city production-is the timing issue. Since most of the platforms mentioned above uses some rules and parameters to produce cities and following employs separate modeling software to obtain screenshots. There are however real time systems which allow the user to navigate within the artificial city (i.e. in 3D) with a selection of certain view point [10] . In some of the studies, the geographical maps are subdivided into smaller areas to be able to model artificial cities [11] . Various graphical displaying techniques are employed for visualizations [12, 13] . The main distinction between this study an the rest of the studies above is that, our system is totally artificial, in other words, none of the constituent part of our artificial cities are based on existing cities and therefore we do not need anything (i.e. road layouts, block/building placements etc.) from them. Secondly, this approach is unique since it is the only approach which employs population parameter to determine the size, appearance of the buildings (e.g. by classifying them in terms of possible resident populations) which in turn affects the overall appearance of the city. And the result is the city layouts which are not so regular/mechanical. The system uses the New York city model, works on the Height Tile Format (HTF), and the population parameter is dispersed over the city blocks using a certain set of pre-classified buildings in terms of the population (i.e. by taking into consideration the civil engineering rules). For the population dispersion the Beta distribution function, which helps us to non-uniform city appearance by determining the number for each type of city blocks, is employedresulting either a much densely populated city or a much green city with parks etc. -and the buildings are placed on the blocks using genetic algorithms [14, 15] .
ARTIFICIAL CITY GENERATION USING THE BETA DISTRIBUTION
In this study the aim has been to produce artificial cities based on predefined production rules by employing procedural production techniques over the ever changing geographical conditions. Naturally this will lead to different city layouts every time. The main parameters for the system are namely: the total population size of the city, and the block size. The rest of the rules are embedded into the system -such as the determination of land size for the various establishments taken from the civil engineering rules-for the sake of simplicity. As mentioned above the New York City model which is based on rectangular square blocks is employed in the current system. The system tries to distribute the total city population over the city blocks. Therefore, for each block, according to its population, a set of buildings are selected among the pre-classified buildings. The area classes and their respective tags used for the determination of block requirements for each establishment are shown in Table 1 . The beta distribution is used to determine the size of the population to be distributed over the blocks. In other words, the number for each type of blocks is determined by this function. Following, the relevant objects are formed and placed by the genetic algorithm for each block [14] .  varying between 0.25 and 3.00 (17) Here, the formed domain is between the [0, 1] and ) (x P represents the probability function while ) (x D represents the distribution graphics. The probability and distribution functions are represented by; 
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The characteristic function is represented by,
Where the raw moments are calculated by,
While the central moments are calculated by,
Where the term ) , ; , (
is a hypergeometric function and the arithmetical mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis are expressed as:
Therefore, the mode of variant distributed ) , (    can be expressed as [18] :
After the brief revisiting of the Beta distribution, we may proceed onto its application over the city population. The total amount of land required for the city establishment is calculated by using the block size and local civil engineering rules -which is used to determine what type of establishment requires how much land for an ideal city- [19] . The block size is represented by:
Where b a is the block area (size), b h represents the block height and b w is used for the block width. The total area required for the city is calculated by: (14) Where the area i represents the relevant area illustrated in Table 1 that is needed to be allocated for the required establishments. For each class of establishments the number of blocks that are needed to be allocated is determined by:
Where prk stands for parks and adm stands for administration. Using these values, the total number of blocks is calculated by:
Using the geographical information, we try to fit the city into a rectangular area (where appropriate). Therefore, the number of blocks to be fit into the rectangular diameters (i.e. the width, height of the whole land to be occupied by the city) is calculated by: 
The calculated values of nob x and nob y which represent the number of blocks on the x axis and y axis of the block matrix respectively must be integer numbers and if needed they are rounded. In other words, we make sure that the total area where the whole city is placed is rectangular. The calculated total number of blocks (eq.15) and the number of blocks needed to be distributed among the field types (eq.16) are used to build a block list represented by a 2D matrix. In other words, the population size is used to determine approximate city land size in terms of blocks. By parsing on this list, the tag of each block will be marked. However at this point, the total number of blocks for each type (i.e. tag) needs to be determined. Following the calculation of total number of blocks, this is done by the ) , ( b a B function. This also means that the distribution of various blocks type over the GIS map. To obtain a non-uniform appearance within the city blocks, Genetic Algorithm is employed. Table 2 As Figure 2 illustrates, due to the difference between the parameters (i.e. a and b), the difference between the first and last class is big. This means that, the population of the city center is dense when compared to the city outskirts. This is shown in Figure 3 . Playing with these two parameters, (i.e. reducing the difference between them) the ) , ( b a B function gives the results as in Table 3 . In this graph, the distribution is more homogeneous when compared to the previous one. As Figure 5 shows, there are not many differences between the block types. This will mean that the city population will also be homogeneously distributed over the districts. Table 2 Population Based Procedural Artificial City Generation Table 3 The corresponding 3D model of the city represented in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 5 . Comparing Figure 5 with the Figure 3 clearly shows that the city center is not as denser and a more homogeneous population distribution is accomplished. By changing a and b parameters within the ) , ( b a B function, various city layouts for different population densities may be obtained. This provides an automatic mechanism for the artificial city generation. The objects placed on the city blocks are predetermined and selected randomly from a pre-formed object class. The placement problem of the objects on the blocks is regarded as an optimization problem and solved by genetic algorithm. Table 3 
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, artificial cities have been produced, -using the population and block size of the city-by taking into consideration the population and block size parameters by means of applying the Beta distribution. The main target has been fast artificial city production for virtual environments using parameterized variables as well as establishing non-uniform appearance for the produced cities. At this point, the Beta distribution has been employed. It helps to produce varying cities -in terms of appearance and building placements-by using the number of blocks and relevant parameters (i.e. a and b). Since the block types are taken into consideration, the algorithm also contributes towards a meaningful distribution of the population over the city. This naturally results in cities of various densities in terms of population and building placements. The distribution mechanism employed in the study, is not deterministic and therefore does not result in mechanical or regular appearance (i.e. which is the main disadvantage of such systems). Another advantage of the system is that the cities are produced on real geographical maps. Therefore, the mechanism may be employed in non-artificial applications with some modifications.
